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Bring new excitement to your seder. With the four sons represented as puzzle pieces and the
plagues jumping from page to page, this Haggadah will make a traditional orthodox seder more
lively and enjoyable. All the commentary is in the illustrations so you can get right to the point in a
Haggadah that is both innovative and inspiring.
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Found this while looking for a unique, usable Passover gift for my parents who host the family
Seder. They have a lot of different haddadot -- a lot of them with interesting commentary -- but most
pretty boring to look at, except for the kids' ones. Why are only children's haggadot fun? Well, finally
there's a fun haggadah for adults! The whole family enjoyed this, passing it around the table, smiling
at the artwork, and discussing how the designs work with the stories. Thanks!

I'm really glad a friend showed me this because every year we use the same haggadah's and I'm
always on the look out for something more fun. I gravitated towards this because of the interesting
typography. The cover with the font it used for "Pop" caught my eye.I like how things are very visual
in it. For example, I like how when it says 'break the matza', it shows the matza broken on two
separate pages. I like how there are little blue information bubbles which tell me what to do at all
times. I also like how it's very easy and straight forward to follow with little commentary.it's nice to be
able to turn the pages of a haggadah and not feel like I'm reading a religious text. It really feels as if
I'm looking a coffee table book or something. Looking forward to using this at the seder.

So my family is a mix of things: Orthodox, Reform, Conservative, mod orthodox, not affiliated,
bu-jew and this haggada lets us all mix harmoniously. What I'm saying is it's not stale. It lets us
have the orthodox seder while being fun. What I like the most about this haggadah is the geometric
artwork and bright colors. I find many haggadah's on the serious and yes this is a serious holiday
but we can enjoy it and have fun as well. I see a lot of new haggadah's geared more to kids and I
really like the fact that my 8 year old niece likes this as well as my teenage daughter.

So many haggadas feel the same....... Very much liked that this was different. It was a breath of
fresh air. The colors really did "Pop' and I very much look forward to using this come Pesach. We
own the very basic haggada that has been around since the 60s. In the 60s you think they'd have
something psychedelic but it's so basic and yes it does serve it's purpose but there's nothing to get
you excited about. This gets meI excited. I could imagine a whole table of these and maybe some
cool new plates and table settings, the kind you'd find at the Soho store. Now that I've "updated" my
seder, I'd like perhaps to update the whole table and make everything more fresh.

Everything about this haggadah is happy, from the colors to the pictures. It pops. While the
haggadah we have has served us well for many years, this haggadah is really different, cool and
fun. There's also some great fun extras on the website, for example the origami plagues. Like how
the supplementary material is separate from the haggadah as it is less confusing. Sometimes when
I read the regular haggadah, my eye skips a point where you're to raise the glass or something and
in this one it's in a blue bubble, the directions so I don't miss it. Would recommend this haggada to
those looking for something more modern at their Pesach seder.

This is basically the passover story as told by the rabbi's with nothing added except a few tidbits and
comments. The only thing that is different really is the illustrations which are really cool.We have
quite a few haggadahs and this one is easier to use and easier to follow (or so I find).Things I liked:
Fun feel, modernThings could be improved: maybe make it shorter (though this wasn't the author's
fault as it's basically just the original seder with fun pics)

A friend got this for me as a present and I'm really happy she did. I don't usually pick up religious
books and am a very last minute kind of girl. Passover is a stressful time for me as I have to
organize a seder or make plans to go somewhere else. This haggada takes the stress out of
passover as it has a relaxed feel and is uplifting. It would be great if there was a hard cover version

of this.

I have somee guests for Pessach, who are bored to use the same old Haggadah every year. Now i
have something interesting for them.
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